3 Reasons Mortgage Lenders Love
Co-Marketing with Agents on NextGen

More than just new leads, NextGen
will help you future proof your
business by building and maintaining
a huge database of relationships each
with a ton of actionable data behind
them.

Build your purchase business, this
lead flow stays consistent unlike
refinance and will always allow you to
have a consistent income stream and
leads to close no matter what the
rates or market are doing.

NextGen's remarketing means there
are often more opportunities (hot
leads) coming from the relators
database (that you get access to)
than from new leads. NextGen's
dynamic remarketing keeps the leads
coming back to their search site over
and over and the AI helps engage
them until they're ready to transact no
matter how long it takes. It's follow-up
marketing on steroids that saves you
time and makes you more money.

About NextGen:
NextGen is the next big thing in the real estate process. We
are in the business of working with buyers and sellers to
assist agents in reaching their goals. With 50 plus years of
combined experience and the ability to work with some of the
greatest minds in real estate, we are dedicated to creating
quality leads to power agents’ business. Your goals are our
own as we work to create local and regional branding in order
to draw attention to you and your team.
The thousands of daily impressions, clicks, and leads that we
get through our home search process will help to power you
towards your ultimate goal. Let NextGen be your one-stop
shop from leads, to lending work, and everything in between!
NextGen is not a CRM; we integrate with the best in class real
estate CRMs so they can be laser focused on using the best
technology to generate and nurture leads at the highest level
possible.
The above marketing tactics and approaches are highly
unique making this product a perfect fit for an agent and
lender co-marketing arrangement.

